
  

Calls Accumulate in Glu Mobile into Strong 2021 Game Lineup 

Ticker/Price: GLUU ($9.95) 

Analysis: 

Glu Mobile (GLUU) traded 30X daily calls on 11/20 and on 11/27 traded 15X daily calls with nearly 7000 March $10 

calls bought on Friday at $1.35 to $1.45 and the December, January, and March $9 strike calls have recently 

accumulated. GLUU broke out of a weekly base in early November and back near May and July highs, looking to clear 

this $7/$10.50 range that would target a move to $14. GLUU is a leading maker of mobile games, an industry seeing 

consolidation, and mobile is expected to be the fastest growing segment of the gaming industry. Its three core products 

are seeing strong bookings growth with Design Home, Covert Fashion, and Tap Sports Baseball. It also has three new 

launches and three key games in development, Deer Hunter a key one it thinks has a lot of potential. GLUU is starting to 

realize the early stage benefits of scale and posted strong bookings with Design Home and Kim Kardashian: Hollywood 

last quarter. GLUU is also excited for the launch of Table & Taste seeing the food category as a larger addressable 

market than both the home décor and fashion categories. GLUU has a $1.63B market cap and trades 18.5X Earnings, 

3.2X Sales and 35.5X FCF with revenues seen rising 35% in 2020 and another 10% in 2021. GLUU carries no debt and 

has $350M in cash with intent to do M&A. Analysts have an average target of $11.50 with short interest at 11.6% of the 

float hitting a one-year high and rising 61% Q/Q. On 9/1 Goldman started shares Buy seeing bookings growth driven by 

new launches and contributions from tick-in acquisitions, noting though EBITDA margins lag peers, it sees room for 

expansion and benefits to come from operating leverage. UBS started shares Buy with a $13 target back in June noting 

GLUU will benefit from multiple secular tailwinds with increased engagement and consumption shifts between 

platforms while the growing installed base and international expansion are opportunities. Hedge Fund ownership fell 

17% in Q3 filings.  

Hawk Vision:  

 

Hawk’s Perspective: GLUU has made a big run the last four weeks and though I see value in the name, not as much 

at this level and prefer the bigger name ATVI.  

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 
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